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DO  LD EPELBAUM
was called as a witness and, having been first.duly sworn was
examined and testified as follows:
EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR THE PLAI TIFF
BY MR. HELLER:
Mr. Epelbaum, have you ever given a deposition before?
o.
She is going to take down what you say, what I ask you
and what you say in answer to it. If you do not understand any
question I ask you at any time, ask me to repeat it and clarify
it for you so you do understand it, please.
Let me go back to the time you graduated from




Where did you go to college?
New York University.
i
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Q When did you graduate?
A 1962.
Q Did you go on to graduate work anywhere?
A I did graduate work at St. John's University.
Q Did you get any graduate degrees?
A No.
Q  hen did your graduate work at St. John's end?
A Around 1965 when I transferred to the Defense and
Space Center in Baltimore.
Q All right, well let's  
A Although, I did take additional courses at G.W.
Q All right, let's start  
A Then I went into the military.
Q Excuse me, I keep interrupting you.
A All right.
MS. IRELAND: Excuse me, Jim. We would like to
reserve objections except as to form.
MR. HELLER: Sure.
By MR. HELLER:
Q When did you start work? Not work while you were in
high school or college, but after college, when did you first
start work?
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A In the summer of '62.
Q What did you do?
A I was  ith Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. I  as
initially hired as a correspondent in their retirement section.
Then I was accepted into an advanced training program. I
stayed there through 1965.
Q Then what  as your next job?
A I went to  estinghouse Electric where I was an
analyst programmer.
Q Was that in New York?
A That was in New York.
I transferred to the Defense and Space Center in 1967.
Q Defense and Space Center, that is  
A That is Westinghouse Electric's facility at Baltimore
Airport.
Q Did you go into the service?
A I went into the Army Reserve when I got to Baltimore.
In 1969 or '68, I can't remember which, I spent 133 days, 2
hours and 10 minutes on active duty as a reservist.
Q You have a vague memory of that? (laughter)
A Yes, sir.
Q What did you do after the 10th minute?
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A I went back to Westinghouse Electric and worked with
them until sometime in '67. I do not know the exact date. The
nanager who I worked for at Westinghouse in New York when I
came down to the Defense Space Center, he left to join Booze
After I returned from military service, active duty,
he asked if I would be interested in joining Booze Allen.
Q So, when did you join Booze Allen?
A 1967.
Q How long were you at Booze Allen?
A Until 1971. I joined Price Waterhouse in June of
1971.
Q What was your starting position at Price Waterhouse?
A I was a consultant.
Q In what office?
A Washington, D.C., the Practice Office.
Q When did you get your first promotion, not salary
increase, but promotion, from Price Waterhouse?
A July 1, of '72, to manager.
Q How long were you a manager?
A Until July 1, 1978. Actually, in 1978, the instituted
the senior manager rank. I was promoted for one month to
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senior manager and then admitted to the partnership.
Q You were admitted to partnership in 1978?
A Yes.
Q Were you still in  ashington  hen you were admitted to
partnership?
A No, I was in our National Office staff. I worked for
our vice chairman of MAS. I headed up MAS Research.
Q Who was that?
A At that time it was Henry Gunders.
Q Where were you located?
A  ew York City.
Q  ow, we have got you to 1978 when you were made a
partner. You are heading up the research staff at the National
Office in  ew York City. How long did you do that?
A I would say from February '76 to July 1, 1978 , at
which time I was transferred to St. Louis.
Q Who were the partners when you were in St. Louis?
A MAS, tax or audit?
Q MAS.
A Tim Coffey.
Q Just one. How big was the MAS department there?
A I am guessing 15, 18 or 20, in that neighborhood.
Diversified Repurtinq Sen ee , Inc.
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Q What were the circumstances of your transfer to St.
is?
A We had a major job  hich we began and I was the lead
project manager on it, in February of 1978, for the State of
Missouri. I worked, commuted and ran that job under Bill
Hoffman. On July 1, 1978, when I was admitted and transferred
there, I took over that job and ran subsequent phases of work
for the State of Missouri.
Q Was that your first job as a project manager for Price
Waterhouse?
A No.
Q When was your first job as a project manager?
A I was a project manager for AmTrak in, I think, 1973
or '72, in that time frame.
Q Did you have other project managerships between then
and 1978?
A Yes.
Q How big was the State of Missouri job that you went to
St. Louis to take?
A Second phase, the one beginning July 1, 1978?
Q I guess so, the one you took over?
A That was 1.2 -- it was over a million dollars, but I
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rton't really recall exactly.
Q How long  as it to last?
A About fifteen months or something like that.
Q How many people worked with you on that?
A Fifteen or twenty, that neighborhood.
Q Tell me again, how big was the MAS Office at Price
Waterhouse in St. Louis at that time?
A About twenty.
Q So, you had most of that staff working for you?
A No, I had staff from a number of offices, Chicago
being a major contributor to that work.
Q I see.
A Kansas City and other offices in that area.
Q Was that your full time responsibility, then, during
that period, the latter part of 1978?
A No, I may have had other responsibilities in the
office, DP control reviews for audit clients. I spent about
three of four days a week in Jeff City, Missouri.
Q  ere you or was Mr. Coffey considered the senior MAS
partner in St. Louis?
A Mr. Coffey.
Q How long had he been there, do you know, as a partner?
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A A couple of years before. I think  hen he was
admitted he was transferred there.
Q How long did you stay in St. Louis?
A My transfer was effective July 1, 1982, but I arrived
here, virtually full time, after we signed the second phase of
the State Department job.
Q That is what we have called FMS-2.
A Fine.
Q When was that you actually arrived?
A I think I made my first trips here during the oral
presentation of the proposal that we submitted. I don't recall
if that was late February or early March of 1982.
Q  ere you present at the orals?
A I was present, yes. I think there were two oral
presentations.
Q Let's go back to St. Louis for a minute. While you
were there, were there other MAS partners admitted to the
partnership during that time?
A Yes.
Q Who else?
A John Fridley and Tom Blythe, probably Tom Blythe first
and then John Fridley.
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Q What dealings or familiarity, if any, did you have
tfith Ann Hopkins, the plaintiff in this case, during that time?
The time in St. Louis?
Q Yes.
A I think I said, "hello" to her in a continuing
education class, but no dealings prior to my involvement here.
Q Did you hear any other people in the St. Louis office
discussing Ann Hopkins at all, during that time? Mr. Fridley,
for example?
A I think, John was on quality control review the year
before I got here.
Q  ith Ann Hopkins?
A He reviewed the Office of Government Services. I
think it occurred before I came here.
Q Do you recall anything that he said to you about Ann
Hopkins during that period when you were in St. Louis?
A I don't think he was positive in his opinion of her.
Q What did he say that was negative about her, or not
positive?
A I don't recall the specifics of his allegation, but he
said he ran into a problem when he reviewed the work here,
something with billing. That is all I recall.
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Q Something with billing with OGS?
A Yes.
Q Do you recall what projects it had to do with?
A No.
Q  as there only one discussion about Ann that you had
with Mr. Fridley?
It may have been more, but I don't recall.
Q Now, what about your personal life; by this time
you were married?
A Oh, I was married in 1963.
Q You had children?
A Yes. I have children.
Q How many?
A Two.
Q How old are they?
A I have two girls. One is fifteen and the other is
eleven and a half.
Q  as your wife working?
A Not after we had children, no.
Q What had she done before?
A She was a legal secretary in New York and when I
transferred to the Defense and Space Center, she joined
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estinghouse as a secretary for somebody in a different
ivision, but she worked then.
Q Were you involved in civic activities in St. Louis?
A I was a member of the Board of Directors of the Urban
eague.
Q  hat about your outside life, what did you do?
A For recreation?
Q Or anything? What did you do with your spare time? I
don't mean to get into personal details, but was there any
block of spare time you spent in any one way recreation or
otherwise?
A Playing golf, I am an avid golfer.
Q That is true here in Washington?
A Yes.




Q Here in Washington what other civic or community
activities are you involved in?
A Nothing.
Q You are not on any boards or anything like that?
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A No. O r practice here does not require that and I
have not taken an interest in any.
Q Did it require it in St. Louis?
A I think for the betterment of our total practice, yes.
My particular clients were mostly state government.
Q Did you have private clients out there?
A Yes.
Q Who?
A Petrolite was one. I did some work for a
quasi-government operation or organization that interacted with
the various police forces in the area. I did some consulting
work for them. I did some EDP control reviews and I ran a job
for a barge company where we designed and implemented a system
for them.
Q  ow, how did you come to get involved with the FMS-2
job in Washington and move to  ashington?
A I was selected.
Q By whom?
A I presume our senior partner and the head of our
management consulting operation in New York.
Q Mr.  
A Mr. Goodstat. Mr. Connor and I am sure Tom Beyer had
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some input into that.
Q If you can recall, how was that explained to you when
it was first suggested that you come to Washington to take that
job? Who did it, when and how?
A I got a phone call at a client on a Friday afternoon
from Joe Connor indicating that he would like to see me on a
Monday and talk about an opportunity, a career opportunity, I
think was the way he phrased it.
I asked him what it was. He said, " hy don't you come
up and talk to me about it face-to-face. I would rather tell
you about it."
Q So you made the trip not knowing what was going to be
said at the end?
That is basically true.
So, I arrived Monday morning at 9:00 o'clock.
Q Excuse me, is this in '82?
A Yes.
Q What month?
A Well, I think they needed to have my approval before
they actually submitted the proposal. So, I would guess it
would be in the January, early February time frame of 1982.
Q So, you went to see Connor?
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A I went to see Connor and he described an outstanding
opportunity,  hat he perceived to be, and I think what has
turned out to be the largest M S, or at that time MAS,
opportunity in the firm.
He thought because of my bac ground, my interests, my
demonstrated skill at the State of Illinois and Missouri, that
I was the one to head it up, and if he were in my shoes he
would take it.
I called my wife and accepted.
Q All right. Now, was Mr. Goodstat at the meeting, too?
A I think he came in near the tail end of the meeting.
Q Did Mr. Connor indicate that he had selected you or
Mr. Goodstat had selected or somebody else had suggested you?
A I don't recall.
Q Did he explain why the Washington office of OGS   we
probably ought to get these initials defined somewhere on the
record.
A Office of Government Services.
Q And MAS, would you do that one for us, too?
A Management Advisory Services.
Q That later became?
A Effective July 1, 1984, it became MCS.
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Q Management Consulting Services?
A Right.
Q Did Mr. Connor explain to you, or did it come up, why
there  as not somebody in the Office of Government Services in
Washington who could handle the project?
A I didn't ask and he didn't offer.
Q So, right then and there, you accepted the job; is
that correct, after talking to your wife?
A I think it did, yes.
Q Did you consult with your wife or did you tell your
wife?
A No, I consulted.
e had loved this area, so from her perspective, this
was a very attractive offer. She was not totally happy with
the St. Louis environment being a northeastener. There was not
much selling to do.
Q So, not you probably have got school year problems
with your children.
A That is why we didn't move here until July 1982.
Q When do you think you really began to -- you
personally as opposed to your family, mostly here in
Washington?
Diversifie  Heportinij S rvices, Inc.
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A Soon after the contract was signed at the end of
March, I think I was here virtually, give or take a few days,
almost every day from then until   every work day.
Q What were your dealings with  nn Hopkins during this
initial period?
A  ell, I was with her during the oral presentations. I
was with her during some of the preparation for it. Sometimes
I couldn't be there until the day before the meeting.
In the early part of April I went overseas with the
client. Then from the time I returned from that trip through
June, we had very, very close contact, almost daily.
Q What was the purpose of that trip?
A Well, it was for me to get a flavor for the
international operations of the State Department and to visit
Bonn, which would be our pilot test site for the installation
of the first phase of FMS.
Q How big a staff did you have at the beginning FMS-2?
A Very small. We had six or seven people, mostly senior
level people who had worked on the first phase of FMS, and who
wrote the proposal for the second phase.
Q Who were the most senior people you had on the staff
at the time?
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A  nn, Tom Colberg, Steve Higgins, Larry McClure, Karen
old, Pat Bowman.
Q Did you have Marge Geller?
A Marge Geller. We had Marge Geller. I don't know if
e had her initially. I am not positive on that. If she was
ot there initially she joined us within a couple of months
Q How long did you have Ann Hopkins?
A I think through June or sometime until June.
Q How much of that time were you on this trip?
A Two weeks or so.
Q So, you worked with her pretty steadily during that
time; didn't you?
A Yes.
Q  hen did you first learn that she was being proposed
for partnership?
A I would say pretty soon after I got involved in the
project. I don't think it was a secret.
Q Now, did you have anything to do with the drafting of
the partnership proposal for her?
A I think I drafted it.
Q Did you do the first draft, the second draft or which
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draft or maybe the only draft?
A I may have. There  ere some editings that were
suggested when we reviewed the proposal. I think Tom made some
additional edits, but I would say I was the one who drafted 90
or 85% of what was eventually sent to New York.
Q Well, we have heard two versions of this. I think
that is not secret now. Let's see if you can help us sort it
out or at least get a vote one way or the other. Did Mr.
Warder do a draft before you did one?
I don't recall, no.
Q Did Mr. Beyer ask you to do the draft?
A Yes.
Q When was that draft done?
A I don't know the exact time.
Q Well, in terms of your arrival here?
A Well, it had to be -- it was done, I imagine, in
May/June because we submitted it August or August 1st, I think
it was.
Q Was there any discussion as to whether you, as the
newest boy on the block, were the right person to be drafting
the proposal?
A No.
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Q What did you do to help you prepare for the drafting
f the proposal?
A I reviewed Ann's file and I plucked from it those
ttributes that  ould put her in the best light and tried to
escribe, as best I could, those strengths she had.
There is a certain "puffing" that goes on in all of
the candidates admission form and I think I presented her
attributes very well.
Q You have to avoid getting out beyond the edge of the
cliff too far though, I assume?
A ( itness nods.)
Q It is better if you say yes or no.
A I don't'really know what I am saying yes or no to.
Q All right. Well, the "puffing" can't go too far, I
take it?
A No, it is based on factual material.
Q So, while it is obviously to put the proposed partner
in the best light, it has to be solidly factual; doesn't it?
A That is correct.
Q Had you done a partnership proposal before?
A I may have written or edited both John Fridley's and
To   Blythe's.
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Q And they both got it; is that correct?
Tom Blythe was admitted the first time he  as
roposed. John Fridley was a hold one year and then admitted
the following year.
Q Now, how long did it take you to do the proposal for
Ann?
A I probably worked on it over a period of time, but in
terms of hours I would say maybe four.
Q Then it was it edited by anyone else after you  id it?
A If I recall the process correctly, it was submitted to
the partners in total in OGS and we tried to enhance any
perceived weakness or discrepancy or what have you. So, there
were suggestions made during that process. It may have been
further modified by Tom before it was actually submitted.
MR. HELLER: Let me ask the Reporter to mark a set of
documents which we will make Epelbaum Deposition Exhibit No. 1.
(Epelbaum Deposition Exhibit No.l,
was marked for identification.)
BY MR. HELLER:
Q Mr. Epelbaum, let me just ask you to look at the first
four pages of that which are numbered at the top right 1996 to
1999.
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A (Witness peruses document.)
Q Is that the partnership proposal for Ann Hopkins in




Now, let's look at page 01997 first, the attached
page. Do you see any changes there that are clear from what
you drafted in the first instance, clear to you?
A Okay, I recall that the last paragraph we changed. I
on't think mine was written as well as this is.
Q That has to do with her family responsibilities she
"   has had little opportunity to purs e significant outside
activities."?
A I had the same initial thought, but I think this is a
better description.
Q Are there other changes on that page? Mostly that is
kind of a factual page and I was more interested in test, of
course.
hat about the third page, or number two, and actually
numbered in the consecutive numbering of our discovery
documents 01998 in the upper-right hand corner, that is the
signature page. Those facts are basically facts that you
unearthed and put into the proposal when you were drafting it;
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A I think the actually chargeable hours, I am not sure
if I put it in or Suzanne Old did. Suzanne is Tom's secretary
and has access to records that  
Q Do you recall how those figures would compare with
your own chargeable hours for let's say 1981 and 1982?
A They would be higher.
Q Now, let's go to the top where the activities are
listed and the supervising partners in the major proposal to
Farmer's Home Administration. That started on July 14th
according to this; is that correct?
A I have no reason to doubt it.
Q So, what you are doing is putting in something there
that has just begun; is that correct?
A That is correct.
Q  ow, looking at page 01999 , the attachment on the
fourth page of the proposal. This is a hard thing and I will
ask you to be as good in your memory as you can, but how much
of that text do you believe you drafted? Take a minute or so
if you want to look at it. As a matter of fact, if you want we
could recess for a moment while you read it through.
A I would like that.
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(A short recess was taken for  itness to peruse
ocument.)
MR. HELLER: On the record.
THE WITNESS: I will go through this as best I can and
indicate where I think changes have been made from what I
drafted. There are certain terms in here that I know are not
mine.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q Okay, go ahead.
A I think this: "For two years of late nights and long
weekends." I don't recall using that term.
Q That is, I guess, the fourth sentence in the first
paragraph?
A Right.
I think much of the wording here, although I remember
putting down this description of "accounting, budgeting,
disbursing" because those are the functional areas, I don't
recall the lead-in to that being described quite that way.
Q I see. "Ann carried her team through requirements
definition and conceptual design of a worldwide financial
anagement system which embraced   "
A Well, "embraced" I don't think is my word. The rest
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after that, "accounting, budgeting, disbursing, financial
reporting, payroll, and property systems," I recall drafting
that as a description of the scope of the engagement.
Q What about the last sentence of the first paragraph,
"In short, this single engagement included the core of the
fastest and largest element of our MAS practice."?
A I did have "fastest and largest element of our MAS
practice." I am not sure if I quite phrased it in "In short".
I don't know if I used those terms, but I probably did author
the back half.
Q Let's double back a little bit. "Ann performed
virtually at the partner level for the last two years for the
U.S. State Department." Is that yours or is that somebody
else's gloss on what you had drafted?
A I don't recall.
(Interruption to the proceedings.)
MR. HELLER: Off the record.
(A brief recess was taken.)
MR. HELLER: On the record.
THE WITNESS: I don't recall if I used that
phraseology.  ow, the next paragraph, "deft touch" is not term
I use.
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Q Let's stay with paragraph one for a moment. Did you
write the second sentence, "While many partners were 'involved'
with the client, State Department officials viewed Ann as the
project manager, supervising  "
A I think I may have written the latter half. I don't
know -- " hile many partners were 'involved'". I don't know if
I wrote that, but "State Department officials viewed Ann as
the project manager", I recall using that term.
Q And the third sentence of the third paragraph, "This
was a difficult job -- highly competitive, demanding delivery
schedules, and a volatile client."
A I agree with that.
Q All right, now going to the second paragraph, you
don't think the "deft touch" is your touch?
A No.
Q Whose was it, do you know?
A I would guess it is Tom Beyer's.
Q Is that just not your usage or is that a thought you
disagreed witn at the time?
A  o, just verbiage.
Q What was your impression, at the time, of Ann Hopkin's
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A I agree with the thought in the sense that Ann and her
ea   "delivered a superior, distinctive proposal describing our
etailed approach to, and qualifications for,". "Deft touch"
s just a term I don't use. It has nothing to do  ith Ann.
Q And the second sentence of that second paragraph?
A Again, I think "It was an outstanding performance" and
: don't disagree with that, but I don't recall if that is the
>xact term I used. I did, obviously, bring in the fact that we
?ere awarded the contract.
I am also not sure if that is the number that I put
iown, but time as proven this number to be correct.
Q Now, going to the third paragraph, can you sort of go
lown that without my wal ing you through it in great detail,
ind tell us to what extent it is your thought and your
xpression or to what extent it is somebody else's and if
somebody else's, whether you agreed with it at the time?
That is a lot of questions, but see if you can do it.
A The first sentence, I think, is mine.
Q The second sentence, probably that had to make you an
nistorian if it was yours?
A Right.
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Q Did you talk to other people?
A No, I think part of this may be an embellishment, but
gain her file, in my opinion, did support that she has
emonstrated "the capacity and capability to contribute   to
he growth and profitability of the firm."
Q What kinds of things does the file show that reflect
A Successful engagements, the fact that we   I think
nn did some work for the Bureau of Indian Affairs and I think
here are some green sheets to that effect. Obviously, she was
nvolved in the first stage of the State Department and was
nvolved in a successful proposal effort for the second phase
or FMS-2.
Q Now, let's go to the third paragraph.
You don't find those qualities, "Her strong character,
ndependence and integrity are well recognized by her clients
nd peers." Are they documented in a file?
A I don't recall. I don't know.
Q Well, clients obviously don't, but do partners and
ther people put that sort of thing in the file, on the green
heets or otherwise?
A I think people do make comments about that. I don't
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recall if they did in Ann's case, but  
Q Did you write that sentence?
I don't know.
Q Did you talk to other partners and staff people in the
Washington Office of Government Services about Ann's character
and her integrity?
A Not in my initial draft, no.
Q Did you talk to the other people who were on the State
Department project at the time, the ones you listed, about Ann?
A To prepare this?
Q Yes.
A  o.
Q Did you hear them talking about Ann at that time, in
this time frame?
A Not that it would have, not that it influenced what I
wrote at that time.
Q You don't recall the authorship of that sentence, the
third sentence in the last paragraph?
A No.
Q All right.
A I wrote the next sentence.
Q That is concerning her "outstanding oral and written
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Q What about the following sentence on "good business
sense"?
A I wrote that and "an ability to gras and handle
quickly the most complex issues, and strong leadership
qualities."
Q  hat about the leadership qualities, where were you
seeing those?
A Again, I had an opportunity to observe her during oral
presentations. I think she did an outstanding job. I think in
preparing, although I was not here totally for that, I think
she played a leadership role in preparing our responses to the
questions that the client raised based on our initial proposal.
Q Let's take the next sentence. I can no longer
remember what number it is.
A "Ms. Hopkins has proven that she can market, manage
and control large, technical, computer-based systems design and
development projects." I wrote that.
Q Then, I take it, since the next sentence is a
follow-on you had something to do with that too?
A I think the thought of the commercial was interjected.
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rhere was some concern at the time, although I don't think it
is a concern anymore, about the viability of our people to do
ether things than private sector work. So, I think this was
injected to perhaps counteract potential criticism.
The last sentence I wrote also.
Q The last sentence, what?
A I wrote also.
Q I just wanted to be sure that I understood your
comment about commercial. I take it that the wrap on Office of
Government Services people would be that they could not do
private commercial work, or not?
A We were concerned at that time that that may be a
potential problem. So,  - e tried to indicate in here that
systems work is systems work and could be done both in the
private and public sector.
Q All right, and you wrote the last sentence?
A Yes.
Q Now, your support of her was not quite as strong by
September when you gave your long form; was it?
A  o, my support was as strong.
Q Let me show you your long form comments furnished to
us in discovery. It includes two others on the same page.
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ell, why don't we stay with the same document. It is here, or
think it is.
Here we are, page 02005, and I think they are
onsecutively nu bered up to that. It might be a good ti e to
ake a break and let him review that.
MS. IRELAND: Okay.
MR. HELLER: Off the record.
( hereupon a short recess was taken.)
BY MR. HELLER:
Q We had turn to page 2005 of this packet of documents
/hich is Epelbaum Deposition Exhibit No. 1, and that includes a
_ong form comment by you, Mr. Epelbaum; is that correct?
That is correct.
Q Do you recall whether this is your entire com ent you
ad to give at the end of your long form response on Ann
lopkins?
A I believe this is the narrative that I wrote.
Q  ow, certainly the first paragraph until the indented
text is very positive.
Let me read the indented text: "At time, however, she
can be abrasive, unduly harsh, difficult to work with and as a
result causes significant turmoil."
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What was the source of that thought on your part?
A Just observations of my relationship  ith Ann through
the time I wrote this.
Q She left the State Department in June you said?
A That is correct.
Q What contact did you have with her after June?
A I am sure we had meetings on how the REMS Project,
which I think the proposal for that occurred or was beginning
to occur from June through September. I know Ann and I had a
meeting before she went out to St. Louis.
Q Was she abrasive with you personally?
A There were things that she did that I found to be
abrasive.
Q What, for example, can you recall?
A She would come into my office when the door was closed
without knocking.
Q What about -- are there other examples of abrasiveness
that you can recall? Let's stay with that.
A She would cut you off in the middle of a sentence.
Q All right, what else? Unduly harsh?
A I think she was less than sensitive in the way she
described or handled her relationships with other people. I
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use the term harsh.
Q What kind of insensitivity or less than due
sensitivity did you observe? Can you give me a "for instance"?
A I can give you one that occurred later on.
Q  ell, it would be helpful if you could give me one
that occurred before, but I certainly want you to give the one
that occurred later on as well.
A Do you want me to do that now?
Q Give me the one that occurred later on.
A Well, I once gave Ann some advise about her dealings
with people. I tried to impress on her that there is a
receiver of her comments.
Q There is a what?
A A receiver of the comments that she makes when she
deals with people, i.e., the other person that she is dealing
with. I suggested that she "put a little sugar on her tongue",
again trying to make her more aware of the sensitivity that
other people may have in dealing with her. . ....
A few months after I gave her that advise, she came
back and she said that that was stupid. That is the first
time, I think, that anyone used that term to me when I was a
partner.
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Q Do you recall when that occurred? When you comment
occurred and when she came back with the remark that it was
stupid?
A I think the comment that I made to her may have
occurred, and I don't have specific dates, but it may have been
in the context of when she went out to St. Louis and did some
work for the St. Louis office. She had come in to my office,
prior to her going, and wanted to discuss with me what kinds of
people and how she should react to the opportunity to write a
proposal for the St. Louis office, since she knew, obviously,
that I was from the St. Louis office.
Q So, she wanted some help from you on the cast of
characters out there and how to deal with them?
A Yes.
Q Now, at that point, you were telling her to put some
sugar on her tongue?
A I think that was an example I used to describe what I
i
thought she should consider. T'-e real issue was the
sensitivity, the interpersonal relationships and how she deals
with other people.
Q  ow, if you said that and you were saying that about
the time she started the St. Louis project, which was July 14,
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982, then clearly you thought you had observed something
efore that. That goes back to my early question. What had
ou observed?
A  gain, I don't have specific examples other than the
oming in without knocking, the fact that you would feel that
ou were always in a combative mode, that it was an issue of
Iways having to win. I don't have specific examples that come
.o mind now. I think I had when I wrote it or I would not have
ritten it.
Q Now, these things had occurred to you before July 28th
hen the partnership proposal went in; is that correct?
A Yes.
Q In the difficult to work with, does that subsume
t
mything that we have not talked about in terms of abrasiveness
ind harshness?
A No. I think the sensitivity of her to other people's
eelings, that is all that that means. I used those terms.
Q Had you seen reactions of other people on the State
Department staff to her that she was insensitive to them?
A Not prior to this, but after the submission was made
and after Ann left the job and after people became more
comfortable with me and got to know me better, I had a number
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of people, a number of her peers, indicate to me that they did
not want to work for her or with her.
Q Can you list the ones who said that? .. .
A Yes.  -~
Q All right, who?
A Tom Colberg, Steve Higgins, Marge Geller, L>a ry
McClure.
Q All right. Can you give me the time frame when they
felt comfortable enough with you to tell you this?
A I would think, because it is one of the things that
influenced me, it is when Marcellin came down. So, it had
occurred before that, but I think it occurred after I submitted
my form.
Q So, it occurred after   I think we can date
Marcellin's visit as November, 1982; is that correct?
A I thought  ovember or early December.
Q Well, just for the moment, I don't want to talk about
it yet, but just let me show you  
MR. HELLER: Let me ask the Reporter to mark this as
Epelbaum Deposition Exhibit No. 2, a note of the office visit.
(Epelbaum Deposition Exhibit No. 2
was marked for identification)
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Q Looking at Epelbaum Deposition Exhibit No. 2, you
don't know whose handwriting that is at the top, "Office Visit,
('
Nov '82"; do you? It is not your handwriting; is it?
A (Witness nods.)
Q You should say yes or no.
A I'm sorry, no.
Q Does that strike you as the time when it occurred?
A I thought it was early December, but November  
Q All right, but in that time frame?
A Yes.
Q So, by then you had really gathered these impressions
from the State Department staff people that you have mentioned
who said that they had trouble with Ann and did not want to
work with her?
A Yes.
Q Now, had you observed this kind of reaction to Ann
during the time that she was on the State Department project
with you?
A No, because I had much more dealings with Ann than I
had with the rest of the staff.
Ann and I were working very hard on trying to
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restructure that job so we could comply  ith their funding
requirement and our ability to deliver work. So, I had some
contact with Steve Higgins, but not as much with the other
individuals until after.
Q Mr. Higgins, was he a partner then?
No.
Q He was being proposed for partnership; is that
correct?
That is correct.
Q Did you have anything to do with the proposal for his
partnership?
A I don't recall.
Q What about Mr. Colberg; was he a partner?
A No.
Q  as he being proposed for partnership at that time?
A Not that year.
Q Were any of the other people that you mentioned
partners?
A No.
Q Did you have anything to do with the proposal for Mr.
Colberg's partnership when it was submitted?
A I think I wrote that one. It too was edited and
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modified and went through a similar process.
Q I take it the process is pretty similar in most cases.
(Interruption to the proceedings.)
Ho  does this business of the long form work? That
is, how do you decide you are going to fill out a long form
rather than a short form?
A Well, the instructions indicate that if you have had
substantial client involvement that is less than three years
old, and I think "substantial" is 40 or 100 hours of close
contact, you are requested to fill out a long form on the
candidate.
Q That phrase, "Put a little sugar on your tongue" is
that a phrase that you had used before?
A I don't recall.
Q Have you used it since?
A I don't think I have.
Q Did you have anything to do with Tom Green?
A Tom Green worked for me both in the State of Missouri
and in the State of Illinois, both of those assignments.
Q Did you ever say anything to him about putting a
little sugar on his tongue?
A No.
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Q Was he, in your judgment an abrasive person?
A Not in the context -- he didn't walk into my office
without knocking. He didn't use the term that my advise was
stupid, no.
Q When Ann walked into your office without knocking, did
you ask her to knock the next time?
A  o.
Q How many times did it happen?
A I don't recall, more than once.
Q If it was getting on your nerves, why didn't you ask
her to knock?
A I don't know.
Q Did you ever talk to Ann apart from the "little sugar
on your tongue" statement, did you ever talk to Ann about these
feelings that are set forth in the indented text of your long
form comment?
A Yes . I have talked to her about her interpersonal
skills.
Q Do you recall  hen you talked to her about them the
first time, apart from that first conversation  hen she was
about to go to St. Louis?
A Ann and I have had a number of lunches, but I don't
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ecall the specific -- but I don't think that that issue was
ew to Ann and my feeling about it was new, and I don't think
t was only discussed that one time, but specifically when and
-here, I  
Q In other words, you had said to her before she went to
St. Louis in your memory, that she ought to be a little less
harsh?
A I don't know if I used "harsh" or the attributes that
I have written here, but I have used terms to the effect that
she needs to consider how she comes across to people, her
behavior, use of terms, pounding on desks, raising her voice,
how that becomes whatever term you want to use   harsh.
Q Is there anybody else in the  ashington office, in the
partnership level, who shows that kind of behavior in your
judgment   raising voice, pounding desks?
A That are managers dealing with a partner?
Q Partners.
A Can I ask my Counsel?
Q Sure.
A ( itness confers with Counsel.)
Well, I will answer it.  he part I find partly
abrasive is the fact that Ann was a manager. I think
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rasiveness in the way she deals with a partner, that is not
an attribute that I would recommend.
Are there other partners in the firm who yell? I
would say that is true.
Q Can you name some?
A Under a certain set of situations, I have raised my
voice.
Q What about Tom Beyer?
A I am sure he has raised his voice.
Q  ell, you have heard him do it; haven't you? '   
A I have heard him do it.
Q I want to be clear I understand what you said just
after you consulted with Ms. Ireland.
Did you mean to say that it was particularly offensive
because it was done by a manager to a partner?
A I think it is offensive to do it, but I think it is
particularly offensive in that relationship that one has  ith a
partner and a manager. I have never had that done to me by a
manager before.
Q So, it is in part, exacerbated by the hierarchy; is
that correct?
A Yes.
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Q Now, I am not clear  
A I will give you another example, if I can?
Q Oh, sure, absolutely.
A When we signed this contract  
Q  hich contract is this?
A FMS, phase two, we had a signing ceremony.
Q Okay.
A I was the partner who signed the contract. But, Ann
called out senior partner to invite him down to a signing
ceremony. I think that is inappropriate.
Q That is Mr. Connor?
A Right.
Q That sounds a little bit more like office manners more
than real harshness and abrasiveness, but I take it what you
are saying is it comes across to you as a lack of sensitivity
and therefore harshness and abrasiveness; is that correct?
A That would be a fair description.
Q  ow, let me ask you to go back to the unindented last
sentence of that long form comment. Do you recall when you
made this comment? Was it September, 1982?
A I think the admission forms -- this is my response.
That would be September.
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Q It says, "Nonetheless, she has made an almost
nprecedented contribution to the firm and deserves to receive
our serious consideration for admission."
Now, those were carefully chosen words I take it?
A I tried to be descriptive of my feeling at the time I
wrote that.
Q So, you were not unequivocally endorsing her for
admission. You were only endorsing her for serious
consideration; is that correct?
A  o, there is a part of the form that one checks to
indicate admission, hold or not to admit.
Q That is reflected in the (Yes) at the end of that
paragraph  isn't that correct?
A I assume that is correct.
Q And that is a vote?
A That is a vote.
Q But, I am asking you to focus on the wording, "to
receive our serious consideration for admission." You are
pretty careful with words; aren't you, Mr. Epelbaum?
A I try to be.
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Q That is not quite the same as saying deserves
idmission; is it?
A I don't admit anyone, my firm does.
Q But, you are asked your opinion of whether she
eserves admission rather than deserves consideration for
admission?
A I think I indicated that I voted for her.
Q Okay, I won't flog it.
Now, somewhere around here, at page 2012 of Epelbaum
Deposition Exhibit No. 1, we get to the computer printout. Let
me show you what we will call Epelbaum Deposition Exhibit No.
3. That, I think, is a reader's guide to the computer printout
on page 2012.
(Epelbaum Deposition Exhibit No. 3
was marked for identification.)
BY MR. HELLER:







I am not going to take you through all of them.
(Witness peruses document.)
If you look at page two of Exhibit No. 3, the long
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orm of this long form, I think I have looked down there and
ou have put Ann in the third quarter. Which I take it, is at
.he 25 to 50% level of achievement for delegating, supervising
ind training of other people?
A Yes.
Q Now, you had been working with Ann for several months
>n the  
A Where is that recorded on here?
Q I think you will find that if you look at the ink
lumbers, you are looking at 19, 20 and 21. They way to read
:hat is to read it down.
A Okay. I got it.
Q Except when you get to the second 20, it really should
ae 30.
Did Ann not delegate to other people on the project?
A She delegated to other people on the project.
Q What was the basis for you giving her a rather low
rating on delegating authority her responsibility?
A First of all, I don't think it is low. I think this
is in relationship to other partners. You could be in that
quartile and still do a very fine job, but it is in
relationship to other partners.
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Q I see. That is going to be your same comment about
he supervising and training; is that correct?
A Yes.
Q But, you rated her rather lower than most other
partners in these qualities; is that correct?
A Yes.
Q Most partners?
A Well, if that is what the arithmetic says.
I felt she kept too much control to herself and did
not delegate more to others. That was the mind set I had at
the time when I prepared this.
Q ' All right, can we go to page three?
A Yes.
Q I am particularly interested in -- well, let's start
at the very top, 30 and 31. Let's take 30 first.
A Now, 30 would be the equivalent of the second 20?
Q Yes. Nobody is perfect.
On what basis did you rate her relatively low in
activity in professional organizations?
A  ell, to my knowledge, she did not join any and  as
not in any.
Q What about civic activities?
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A I think both, and I think we caveated that in the
proposal presentation by saying with her family
responsibilities and her heavy workload that that was not
possible nor asked of her. But, in relation to other partners,
many other partners spend tremendous amounts of hours in those
areas.
Q Now, 32 says that she is in the very top area in terms
of acceptance by partners?
A Yes.
Q You had observed that, I take it, in her dealings with
the other Washington office partners?
A Those that I came in contact with during that time
frame, yes. I think many of the people in the office supported
her and supported her quite strongly, as I did, at this time.
Q To what extent were you aware of Ann's outside
interests? I am asking you with reference to item number 36.
A I was not a are of any.
Q If you go to the printout on page 2012, I think you
see the "B" is generally used where there is no answer, it is
blank?
A Yes.
Q Did you consider just giving a "no answer" on item 36?
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A No, I did not consider giving a "no answer."
Q  ow, there was an office visit in connection with
's partnership, Mr. Marcellin; is that correct?
A That is correct.
Q And you met with him?
A That is correct.
Q We have said that is either late  ovember or early
December. I am going to ask you to look at Deposition Exhibit
No. 2.
Had it been perpetual crisis when she was on the
project with you, that is, the State Department Phase Two
project?
A At the period of time that we were there, there was
one crisis after another, yes.
Q Did you see them as crises, too?
A Yes.
Q Did you see any of them as manufactured crises?
A No, I think it was her perception that they were real.
Q I am asking you if it was your perception that they
were real crises.
A Not knowing the client as well as she did, I would
agree that I perceived it to be the same way, that they were
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Q Now, you refer to   well, there is a sentence in this
omment. Incidentally, are these your comments or are these
Marcellin's summary?
A These are Marcellin's reaction to a one hour
conversation. I think they are out of context.
Q You think they are out of context?
A I don't recall making those kinds of comments that are
down here. I recall making a good deal of them, but I don't
recall taking in great depth or even mentioning the crisis
issue.
Q Is there any procedure whereby Mr. Marcellin comes
back to you with his summary of the conversation and says, "Is
this accurate?"
A No.
Q This is a surprising thing in an audit firm, I must
say.
When did you first see these, Mr. Epelbaum?
A Yesterday in our counsel's office.
Q All right, you tell me what you disagree with in this
Marcellin summary of this meeting with you, that is Epelbaum
Exhibit No. 2.
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A My recollection of my conversation with him  as to
xpress to him how my support for Ann had wavered, and I
altimately suggested a hold because of further input from the
anagers I mentioned, my counselling with Ann prior to going to
3t. Louis about her relationship with the people there, having
received back fro  partners in St. Louis, at the partner's
meeting, that the same kinds of situations occurred. The
anagers, the peers that worked with Ann don't and did not want
to work with her again.
The incident with my advise and how stupid it was
indicated to me that the counsel and the conversations that we
had, had no impact and there was no change in behavior.
Q So, you frankly told Mr. Marcellin that you were now
voting for a hold rather than a yes?
A I think I mentioned that to him.
I don't know how some of these other conversations  
I don't even recall talking about crisis management.
Q Let me direct your attention to the sentence that
mentions Steve Higgins. How did he happen to come up here or
do you not recall him coming up?
A I think I mentioned to Roger the fact that other
managers had come up and talked to me about their difficulties.
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teve was also a partner candidate at that time. We discussed
teve Higgins and I think it was a natural extension of that
onversation to ask if Steve or I could have, in my opinion,
ould have managed and successfully won a proposal of that
ize. I have, in all honesty, some real doubts whether we
Ann did it. We were not in that situation and I don't
;now if we could have done as well.
Q You have probably told us enough to explain the
sentence after that, but now I come to a sentence that says,
'Ann wants to win; I don't know where she would draw the line."
A I don't recall. My criticisms of Ann have never been
.n that area. I don't know where this came from.
Q You had no doubts about her integrity, for example?
A No.
Q You say, "I don't enjoy working with her." I take it,
Dy then, that was your firm conviction?
A That was my conviction.
Q And you have told us the reasons for that. Are there
any others that you have not told us?
A There are subsequent events that turned my "hold" to a
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Q I am going to come to those. As you can see we are
rching forward in time.
A Okay, I understand.
Q Now, you say, "I avoid her socially." I would like to
k you what partners you do spend time with socially?
A I avoid all managers. I don't have heavy social
contact with managers, but partners in the office, today,
probably, Lew Krulwich, Mark Magonage?
Q Who?
A Mark Magonage.
Q  hen he was made partner?
A He was a direct admission.
Q What does that mean?
A He had an adequate level of experience and standing in
the community that instead of coming in as a manager and
progressing within the firm, a partnership proposal was drafted
and we voted on him as a direct admission.
Q When?
A 1982 or '83, I don't recall. He is not the first to
be admitted in that fashion.
Norm Hollander, Larry Portnoy -- we are going to
dinner tomorrow night.
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Q But, as you say, you avoided social contact with
nanagers generally, is that correct?   
A Generally.
Q Why is that?
A Oh, I think the differences in income level creates
pressures on some of our younger managers. It is difficult to
go out to dinner   a hundred dollars for dinner for me does
not mean quite the same as it does to somebody making
considerably less. I find as I get older and my interests
change, I have less in common.
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Q. Did you make that clear to Mr. Marcellin?  
A. I am not sure I  id.
Q. Because if I understand you correctly, this last
stateme t, "I avoid her socially," is a statement that you
could have made about anybody else who was not yet a partner.
A. That is correct.
Q. That takes us to the end of November, anyway, and
maybe into early December. What subsequent events converted
you from a -- you had already been converted from a "yes" to a
"hold."
A. That is correct.
Q. What subsequent events converted you from a "hold"
to a "no"?
A. There were two. Ann had a visit   Ann went up to
Joe Connor. When she came back from her meeting with Joe, she
and I had lunch to discuss that. We had lunch at a restaurant
in Rosslyn.
She described in great detail that Joe went
through each of the partner response forms and indicated that
certain individuals   "Norm Statland votes against
everybody."
"John Fridley, who is John Fridley. His vote does
not count anyhow."
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Ann said to me that Joe used his chit this year to get
Henry Lum and Fred Pshyk admitted and he would use the chit
next year to get her admitted.
My impression of that meeting was an attempt to
intimidate me into voting for her and to get the word out to
the fellows in St. Louis that if they did not, Joe would be
real upset.
Q. What gave you the basis for that interpretation?
hy did you interpret it that way as opposed to simply a
factual report of a meeting with Mr. Connor?
A. Just the tone.
Q. Do you recall any statements by Ann Hop ins that
suggested to you that she was trying to intimidate you as
opposed to what you have just described as a summary of her
report of the meeting?
A. My recollection is that she did not say to me, "If
you do not vote for me, Joe is going to slap your hand or take
shares away or anything like that, but I -- my impression of
the meeting, my feeling about that was her motive for going
into great detail in describing the conversation with Joe was
a move to intimidate me.
Q. Did you discuss this with anyone else after the
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A. Not until I -- not until the subsequent event and
then I went to Beyer and said that I no longer could support
her.
Q. But let me -- before we get to the subsequent
event, did you call Mr. Connor and say  
A. No.
Q. Did you call Coffey?
A. No.
Q. Did you call anybody else in St. Louis to suggest
to them that you had gotten this impression from the meeting
with Ann Hopkins?
A. No.
Q. Can you place this in time, this meeting?
A. I think if we did a little checking we could
pinpoint it specifically. It was after Ann found out that she
was not going to be a partner. I would say it was in the
April/May time frame, April, early May.
Q. Do you recall the day that that news was broken to
her that she was not to be made a partner?
A. I think it was a Friday.
Q. Do you recall having a conversation with her that
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A. I do not  now if I -- I did not break the news to
Ann. I may have had a conversation with her subsequent to
that.
Q. You do not recall specifically a conversation on
the day when, in fact, or the day before, I believe, the
partnerships were announced?
A. That is a different -- you are asking me a
different question.
Q. That is what I was trying to ask before. I am
frequently not very successfully  
A. Let me make the record clear. When she was told
that she was not going to be admitted, I did not speak to her.
I had a conversation with her before the partnership list was
posted.
At that meeting, I suggested to Ann that she might
consider whether she wanted to come in that day, because I
have had experience with John Fridley, who was not admitted
and was placed on hold, and I, as a result of that experience,
recognized that there are two periods of depression.
Obviously, once, when you are told; and, secondly,
once you see the list go up and you perceive your
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relationship or your strengths versus those individuals that
are up on the list.
Q. Did you make any comment about the people on the
list?
A. I recalled being unhappy with one individual on
the list, yes.
Q. How many were on the list?
. In the fifties, I guess.
Q. I am sorry to do it, but I thin  I have to ask you
who the person is you are unhappy with.
A. He is no longer with the firm, Larry Kikkert,
K-i-k-k-e-r-t.
Q. All right. Did you make any comment about the
list that she was going to see to Ann Hopkins in this
conversation?
A. I suggested, as I said, that she not consider  
consider not coming in, because I think that she is going to
find people on there that she feels are not her equal, which
is a typical reaction.
Q. She is going to see people that   say that again,
I am sorry.
A. She is going to see people that she is not going
to think are not her equals, that should not have gotten in
Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.




and she should have gotten in ahead of them.
Q. Did you say that you   did you say anything that
implied that you agreed with her, that there were people that
were not her equals?
A. At that particular time, I felt that Ann was still
a quality candidate and I felt a great  eal of sympathy for
her and I may have made comments to that effect, yes.
I was also not happy with that one individual, so
I would think  
Q. Did you at any time tell Ann Hopkins, before the
announcement of the partnership, that you had indicated to
Mr. Marcellin that you believed that she should be put on
hold?
A. No.
Q.  ow, you said there was one other incident. I
certainly want you to tell us about it.
A. We had a meeting in Tom Beyer's office attended by
Steve Higgins, Tom Colberg and Ann.  e were discussing the
feasibility of moving one of the people that worked for him on
the RE S job to FMS.
Q. Who is that person?
A. Jamie McCullough.
Diversified Deporting Service , Inc.




. We had a fairly long conversation and Ann said that
this individual could be moved without question.
I asked Ann, "This kind of came on you prett 
quickly. Don't you want to go back and check your work plan,
talk with your people." She said, "Don't tell me how to run my
job. I know what can be done." Again, raising her voice, beinc
very short with me.
The next day I got a phone call from Ann, "If 1
move that person, my job is over. I cannot afford to lose that
person."
That happens in our business, but people do not
come out and speak without qualification and indicate with
great force and vigor that something can be done, "Don't tel]
me how to manage my job." Those were the terms that I recall
from that meeting.
Q.  hat did you say to her?
A. I was upset. I said, "Ann, you do what you have
to do." And that was the end of the meting. Jamie McCullough
never joined FMS.
Shortly thereafter, after reconsidering all of the
things I mentioned in my testimony, I went to Tom Beyer and I
said, "I cannot support Ann."
Diversified RepDrtiiiq Service , Inc.



























Q. Can you tell us when this was?
A. Late May, early June, prior to the discussion we
had with the partners in total. I felt that as the PIC of the
office, he should know before anyone how I felt.
Q. Did you give your reasons?
A . I gave the Joe Connor incident. I gave
interpersonal skills. I gave the incident with Jamie. I think
I have given more specific information here than I gave Tom,
but I told Tom how I felt. He did not agree with me. He
questioned the depth of my feeling, but I think he respected
the fact that I had my views and based on how I felt I reached
a conclusions and we pursued whether Ann would be proposed
that year after that conversation with the group in OGS.
Q. Did you discuss your feelings with other people
before the meeting that came to consider this?
A. No. I went to see Tom.
MR. HELLER: Let me ask the Reporter to mark as
Deposition Exhibit  o. 4 another group of papers.
(Warder Deposition Exhibit No. 4
was marked for identification.)
BY MR. HELLER:
Q. Before we move on to the document that has just
been put in front of you, during this discussion with
Diversified R porting Service , Inc.


























Mr. Beyer, did you say just a few moments ago that you
discussed with Mr. Beyer whether or not Ann Hopkins would be
reproposed as a partner?
A. No, I said that I told Tom I could not support her
for the coming year's partnership proposal.
Q. But you expected her to be reproposed. Is that
correct?
A. I just voiced my opinion. It
There are partnership proposals where
office are not unanimous.
Q. Did he have anything to say
of her being reproposed?
A. Not that I recall. He ju
is a group decision,
the partners in the
about the likelihood
st focussed on my
feeling.
Q. Did you, at any time before that meeting, whether
initiated by you or not, discuss with any of the other OGS
partners the forthcoming consideration of Ann for reproposal
for partnership?
A. Prior to my meeting with To ?
Q. Prior to or after, but before the actual meeting
when she   when that was discussed among all the partners?
A. We talk about partner candidates quite often. It
Diversified Deporting Services, Inc.


























is not unusual to discuss candidates. I did not, to my
recollection, talk to anyone before I talked to Tom.
Q. After you talked with Tom Beyer, you did discuss
with other partners your own view. Is that correct?
A. That is probably true.
Q. You feel you lobbied, in effect, them to consider
rejecting Ann?
A. You are giving me more power than I -- than anyone
has. You are giving me credit for more power than anyone has.
Q. Well, who do you consider was the most viable
anti-Ann Hopkins spokesman when her reporposal came to be
considered by the OGS partners?
A. Should you not ask others?
Q. No, in your judgment.
A. I think a number of people made comments from
their vantage point that impressed me. I think my com ents
were accepted by the group. I think Steve's were accepted.
There were subsequent events that occurred, the
second partner review of the REMS job, quality control review
conducted by some of our senior managers from different
offices.
Those thing, I am sure, had a bearing on what the
Diversified Reportinq Services, Inc.


























group felt in total.
Q. Let's look at the document that has been marked as
Eplebaum Deposition Exhibit No. 4.
MR. HELLER: Let me state for the record that
this has been previously identified as Mr. Beyer's notes of
the meeting at which it  as finally decided that the
Washington -- the OGS partners would not support Ann for
reproposal for partnership.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q. It says at the top "July, 1983." Is that your
recollection of the time?
A. That is correct.
Q. It looks to me, starting with the first page that
ti  "E" must be you. Is that correct?
A. That is correct. I would assume it is correct.
Q. If I read those notes correctly about what is
attributed to you there, it says you cannot support her this
year whereas, and I think the Xerox did not catch the edge of
that, but you did last year.
A. " hereas I did last year"?
Q. Well, that is what it looks like. Is that true?
Is that what you said?
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A. I do not know now the question.
Q. Do you see the -- yes, you are pointing correctly
at the language that I am also referring to. Did you say
anything like, "I had supported her last year, but I can't
support her this year"?
. I described my feeling for Ann over the course of
the year. I did support and I voted for her candidacy.
Q. Did you tell people that you had already
communicated to Marcellin that you supported her for a "hold"?
A. I may. I do not recall.
Q. Now, you refer to "people skills, people said they
did not want to work for her." "Her" is chopped off again.
And then there is an arrow pointing over to a group of names
over in the left margin under some doodles: "McClure,
Colberg, Higgins, Geller."
ow, your understanding that those people did not
want to work for her pre-dated, as I understand it, your
completion of the long form?
A. That is correct. "Pre-dated." These individuals
told me after I submitted my long form that they --
Q. Oh, after, so it is post dated?
A. Right.
Divcrsifiud RciHirlii j Services, Inc.


























Q. But before you talked to Mr. Marcellin. Is that
correct?
. That is correct.
Q. Now, there is this phrase "crisis manager."
. That is correct.
Q. That is pretty much your phrase, is it not,
Mr. Eplebaum?
A. That is not my phrase. That is what those people
they said they did not enjoy about working for Ann and maybe
that is how that phrase got in Mr. Marcellin's testimony.
That is not my phrase.
Q. Could you explain what you thought they meant by
it?
A. Yes -- well, let me tell you what I meant or what
that -- how this came up. I do not know if I described it in
the detail I am going to describe it now.
These managers told me that they would work for
Ann and they would listen to what Ann said and then they would
go into another meeting and decide what the heck they should
do.
Some of these managers said that there were
obscenities written on some of the work that they did. I did
Diversifind Rcpnrlhig Services, I c.


























not see any of that.
Q. Did they ever show it to you?
A. No.
Q.  ow, Higgins comes up next, I guess. He is a
little more qualified in his feelings about her, although I
take it ultimately he voted against her. Is that correct?
A. I do not know in what context. He could not have
voted against her during the partnership process, the
admissions process, because he was a candidate the same year.
What vote are you referring to?
Q. is this Steve Higgins talking there or is this
just a further summary of what you said about him?
A. This is my impression that this is Steve Higgins
talking. At the time these notes were taken, Steve Higgins
was a partner.
Q. Yes. So, the next entry after what we have been
discussing as yours on the first page is Steve Higgins
talking?
A. I presume it is.
Q. The next entry that is labeled "DE" is the bottom
of the next page and it is, "How do the rest of you feel" and
I think it is   the second line is "How many can support?"
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Q. So, you were, in effect, asking for a stra  vote
at that time. Is that correct?
. I presume that that is what that meant. There is
no time sequence in these comments, so I do not know at what
point in the  
Q. How long was the meeting?
A. As I recall, it ran  ore than one day. It was a
multi day meeting, maybe the sum of which added up to six or
eight hours.  hat is my recollection.
Q. Do you recall anything else that you said at this
meeting?
A. I think I described to you the kinds of feelings
that I have had over the course of the year in question and I
related much of what I said to you to my partners in a candid
and open discussion.
Q. Now, over on Page 0 03553 , which is the fourth
page, again, that is you, I guess, that is you talking. You
seem to be saying that they experienced the same kind of
crisis management after leaving the FMS job. "St. Louis saw
it on the Farmers Home Administration proposal."
Had you talked to Mr. Coffey about that in the
Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.


























period before this meeting?
A. I talked to Tim at the partners' meeting in late
September or I talked to him on the phone after September. I
talked to John Fridley. And I think I mentioned in my
deposition earlier that I had had contact with them and had
gotten similar kinds of readings from the St. Louis office in
that the peers that she worked with did not want to work with
her again.
Q. Did Mr. Coffey tell you how he had voted on her
partnership?
A. I think he was positive.
Q. Now, let me go to the next entry on that same
page, below a little square thing that I do not even know that
I can read, but there you are again. Can you read what that
summarizes you were saying?
A. No, I cannot.
Q. It looks like "underestimate partners." Do you
recall saying that to anybody else?
A. I do not know what it means.
Q. Now, over on the final page, there is a slashed
comment or position attributed to both you and to, I take it,
Mr. Warder, "BBW." I cannot read that entirely. Can you read
Diversified Reporting Services, Inc.



























A. I do recall Pete made a suggestion. Pete MacVeagh
made a suggestion.
Q. What was that suggestion?
A. That Ann be taken off of REMS and be given an
opportunity to work for other partners after careful counsel
to see if the difficulties that we had with her for this year
could be corrected.
I assume that that -- although I cannot read it
either   I assume that that is what that refers to.
Q. It may say something like "the choice should be
hers. "
A. I think it was our suggestion and the choice was,
in fact, hers. I do recall that there was obviously a choice
on it.
Q. Did you indicate in that meeting any likelihood
that you would change your position about her?
A. I indicated that based on my experience in talking
to her about the deficiencies that I indicated in her ability
to change those -- that in my opinion she would have a
difficult time proving to us in the future -- but I was
willing to   and I voted for Pete's suggestion.
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MR. HELLER: I think it would probably be a
sensible time to take a break and see whether there is more
and if so, how much and ho  long. Off the record.
(A brief recess was taken.)
MR. HELLER: On the record.
BY MR. HELLER:
Q. Mr. Eplebaum, you mentioned your feelings about
Mr. Kikkert. Since he has departed, could you explain what
they were a little better and why?
A. Oh, many years ago I had attended a management
group seminar meeting and I was not impressed with a
conversation I had with him, with his attitude, the amount of
liquor he consumed and I thought he was a poor choice.
Q. Have you  
A. Unfortunately, that experience was many years ago
and I did not feel I had the current information to write
something on it.
Q. Do you recall any other incidents in which you
voted against partnership on what we might we call
interpersonal skill, the basis of interpersonal skills?
I think, by the way, to comfort you, if necessary,
we can avoid names. We can just talk about them as people.
Div rsified Heiiortini] Services, Inc.


























A. I am trying to go through who I voted against. I
do not recall. I do not think I did.
Q. Did you have any discussion   well, let me -- on
a follow-on, do you remember how many partners proposed, not
precise, but in general numbers, you have voted against over
the years that you have been a partner?
A. I can name three.
Q. Did you vote against Mr. Kikkert?
A. I did not vote on Mr. Kikkert.
Q. Did not vote at all?
A. Right.
Q. Not even a short form?
A. No.
Q. Did you have any conversation with Ann Hopkins
following this meeting at which it was decided not to support
her for partnership, about the end result of that meeting and
her future?
A. She called me at home.
Q. Do you recall when in relationship to the meeting?
A. Shortly thereafter.
Q. She called you at home and what was the
conversation as you recall it?
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A. She pleaded with me to tell her the results and to
offer my person suggestion on what she should do. I use the
term "pleaded" because I repeatedly, four, five, six times,
said, "Why don't you wait until tomorrow and talk to I
forgot if she was going to tal  to Tom or to Pete MacVeagh.
Ann kept saying  
Q. Tom is Tom Beyer for the record?
A. Tom Beyer. She kept saying, "Don, tell me.
Please tell me. Please tell me.  hat do you think I should
do?"
And I did not want to break the trust or convey
our conclusion, because it was to be presented by others and
they were preparing it.
She pleaded and she asked what she should do and I
said, "In my opinion, I would leave the firm."
Before she said that, she said, "Look, I am a
Southern lady and I know how to exit gracefully." And I
quote.
Q. Do you recall any times when you have had a real
confrontation with Ann Hopkins in which -- apart from the
Jamie McCullough incident   you, in effect, clearly know your
feelings about her behavior, her actions?
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A. I think that was the one that was most visible.
MR. HELLER: I do not think I have any further
questions. Off the record.
(Whereupon, at 11:55 o'clock a.m., the deposition
of Donald Eplebaum was concluded.)
**********
I have read the foregoing pages which reflect a
correct transcript of the answers given by me to the questions
herein recorded.
DATE DEPONENT
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I, Elma S. Dirolf, the officer before  hom the
foregoing deposition was taken, do hereby certify that
the witness whose testimony appears in the foregoing
deposition was duly sworn by me; that the testimony of said
itness was taken by me using steno ask dictation and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under  y direction; that
said deposition is a true record of the testimony given by
said witness; that I a  neither counsel for, related to, nor
e ployed by any of the parties to the action in which this
deposition was taken; and, further, that I am not a relative
or em loyee of any attorney or counsel employed by the
parties hereto, nor financially or otherwise interested
in the outco e of this action.
Notary Public in and fcr the
District of Columbia
My com ission expires
September 30, 1989
Diversified H imrlinq Servic s, I c.
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PROPOSAL FOR ADMISSION
TO PARTNERSHIP AT JULY 1. 1983
01997
PRIVATE
Name AN  BR NIGAR HOPKINS
Attained age
at July 1, 1983  
Citizenship USA 
Marital Status Married  ___
Age(s) of children 6¦ 5 & 2
Office QGS
Department MAS









Large Project Manage en 
Colleges and degrees with years attended and honors, if any.
Hollins College, B.A., with honors, Sept. 1961-June 1965  
Indiana Universi y, M.S., Sept. 1965-June 1967
CPA certifica e: Yes   What state(s)     
No X        
Date Date of Years (busy seasons) of actual expe-
e gaged 8/7/78 contrac  8/7/78 rience through June 30, 1983:
Interruption in PW service N/A PW    
noc r hP . Other equivalent s s 




A erican Mana emen  Sys ems, Management
Touche Ross & Co., Management Consultant, 19(3-1 77
Co puter Usa e Company, Systems Consultant, 1970-1973
Computer Sciences Corporation, Assistant. Department Mana er,
International Business Machines, Senior Systems Analyst,
1969-1970
1967-1969
Offices  o which attached and dates:
Office of Gover ment Ser ices, 8/78 to present
Si nifica t outside activities (list professio al  e berships only i
active in co  ittee or officer' roles) :
With her full-time clie t load (over 2,400 char eable hours for each
of the past two years) and her fa ily responsibili ies, Ms. Hopkins
has had li tle opportunity to pursue significant outside activities.
- 0 019 9 S
_i- - NAME
ANN BR N 1 GAR HOPKI S
Partici ation in ASR, Peer Review. »«Jor C/E (°Id°cate Slliu)
nificent fir wide d n|n5 e SReJiewsyo ictivities) :








7/1  - 8/6/82
o MAS Quality Control
Review - Houston J. W. Kercher
o M ior proposal to
Fanners Home Admin. T. M. Coffey
o Discus sioD mod ratpr _ „ M rl s ein 8 ,
Ch rg lble oIIrs f™1? each of the last five years (explain significant
variations from the nor )
1982 2, AA2
1981 2,507
1980 1,10 A (significant propo
1979 1.062 ( -  "
1978 N/A
Major clients or projects* (over 100 annual chargeable hours of candi-
date's ti e) during the past five years.
Client or
Pro ect
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Financial Management
Sys em Conversion


















Char eable hours to 6/30
1982 1981 1980 1979
600 1000
2A 2 2507 A00
See att ched    orandum
Pa t er in Char e
(Or other proposing partner)
Includin  tax depart ent assig  ents on  ultiple clients for one
001989
attachme t to
PROPOSAL FOR  DMISSION
TO PARTNERSHl At  ULY 1, 1983
ANN BRAN1G R HOPKINS
Ann  opkins performed  irtually at the partner level for the last
two years for the U. S. State Deoartment. While many partners were
"involved" with the client, State Depart ent officials viewed
invoiveu w-Lk.ii  lient personnel.
, . supervising twenty staff and ten c e W
the project manager, supervising _ delivery schedules,
- his was a difficult job- -highly competitive, demanding  
Ind a volatile client. For two years of late ni hts and long weekends,
A n carried her team through requirements definition and C°nCep U 
design of a worldwide financial management system which embrace
r 
design  ini-compute  distributed net orks , world-wide '
allocation, and  at •
this single engagement included the
elemen  of our MAS practice.
then with the deft touch of an outstanding professional, Ann
delivered a superior, distinctive proposal describing
approach to, and qualifications for, the implementation of the
in embassies and posts throughout the world. It was
performance and the State Department agreed as they awarded
illion project to our firm.
Ms. Hopkins brought an eleven-year background in large systems
projects to the firm. In her five years with the firm s e as
de onstrate  conclusively that she has the capacity
to contribute significantly to the gro th and profitabi i y
e. rn Her strong character, inde en ence and integrity are we
¦L     .. **__i • 11- c t-a n n 1 TH
recognized by her clients and peers
6 ' • ,  i ie chP has a good business sense, an
anA written co munication skills. She has a gooa c, nnp
abi ity to grasp and handle quic ly the most complex issues, and
leadership qualities. Ms. Hopkins has proven that she can mar at
manage and control large, technical, computer-based systems  esig
6 • This highly developed skill is adaptable
and developmen  projects. This highly aeveiu  #
to both commercial an  public sector clients and is an especi  
critical need for MAS activities in all offices. All the f>artn
r r  t- Co-r-tr-i rp   ct onelv support her ca.ndidacyin the Office of Government Services stron  y hf
and look forward to her admission.








Mv onlv contact with Ann was on the FWHA  ro-
P°SalSheiSterdSed to au  te he  aff n hat he 
ent nrhe? in?«personal skills She also
demonstrated an apparent lack of tech s ills.
(Insuff)
ascribe a  fantSstic ' She  ows how deliver
superior,  istinctive client ser rces. (Yes)  
* k "u-i 11" to get things done. There is
'a rion as to  ho leads the projects she xs
res onsible for. Ann has very high strength of
conviction. (Yes)
I am bothered by the ar o ance & self-centered
attitude that Ann projects.
Also while she    mrred b, .o« others
£?    I o?  oStside current (OGS)
enviornment. (Insuff)
. nff-i ce  ssoci tion. (Yes)Observation through ornce
h c S e vf   dealin  ith staff
I haveenoequestion about .      er adnis-
SS re so iity  iAer ability
maintain8 s a t i s f a t ory C re la t ions Cwi t h  r ptr.?"
(Insuff)
.  fnr-   hp> last 2 yrs. He  office is
I ha e Known Ann  « <:. y ed ith her, but have
SS an intereste obser er of b.r «.C of the lst
¦ State DCP  P oject  her rapro g has che
fessional & as a pcr:r(-, : . 0 run success-
scope,  tamina, skills a exp  hat cincributed so
£ul iyto ourep sent & potential growth. As a person
tnucn to our preseu  «    aVLcine somewnac
q Vi a g m rured from   tough-taiKing s r__
she has atureu j-j. ° authoritative, for-
masculine hard-nosed  g ,. iadv ptr candidate,
mi able. but much more a pealin  lad/ ptr













I was second on
Indian Affairs.
a large project for Bureau of
Ann was project mgr. C es)
I believe Ann does not possess the leader-
shin qualities we desire m our ptrs Also
in my exposure to her, albeit
I seriously questioned her tech knowledge
data processing. (No)
M012
JB  da s
Wheaton





K own through frequent &
revie  of proposals  repared by her.  es)
_ . t-v-,D nPR Ann demonstrated a high de ree of
During the QCR A™®*®® mind & courage of
independence & .atine the jobs she w s
her convictions in evaluating t j
ass g ed, i  however soinewhat lackin  in the con¬
geniality dept. (Tes)
I have observed Ann |      bee imp ssed
[° Sd b pleased to have h  as a ptr. ( „)
lnt Weaknes;sesP- nit good coamunicator, seemed
"rough". (Xnsuff)
, hard wor ine relationship with Ann.
1   u y  u comes thrSugh 3-5 MAS sr mgrs
wii hive Sorked with her
.cMd he? itfSI lsonal rela ionsSips
are extremely  oor. (Insurr 
, . , . uac: offered to teach nu erous times
Relationship - Has arS which is my only
as taught some MAS semin r ,
relationship to Ann. She a pears_to me to be
articul te .tough minded,  PP01 * 3
oppose  to bein  self-eervrng. (Insuff)
While I have only limited exposure to  nn as a result
of work in the OGS Jttice
I do not want her as my Ptr• ...
I can ot com en  on her te  a Ssi• hed'by the staff
however she is universally disiixea   .
a d in mv judg e t, does not possess the inter
ersonal skillf or personal attributes that
are critical. (No)
• Basis of evaluation -  exposure to candidate at firm
m  s. (No)
. , a CE course she
t b-nnw Ann through: attenamg   ,
I k ow    frending a MMGS seminar with her,
instructed,   with her rela ing to
havin  several discussio s wi 
govern ental pricin .  No 
.. , i " QVip is a no nonsense, take
Ann is a tough c°° '  here was no question in the
char e ty e of P  SOI}• ,  rate Dept job as to  ho
minds of the staff of the State Dept J (YeS)
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A.B. HOPKINS
SHORT FORM
#3 - Page 2
In 1980 I conducted an ASR (QCR) in OGS; which in¬
cluded reviewing a project for the Bur®au of
Indian Affaire which Ann served as project mg .
During my review of the BIA en a ement, 1
was infor ed by Ann that the project had been
co pleted on sked & within bud et. My sub¬
sequent review indicated a significant dis
crepancy of approx $35,000 betw the proposed
fees, billed fees 6* actuals m the WIPS. I
discussed this matter  ith Ann who atte  ted
to try & e plain away or play down the dis¬
crepancy. She insisted there had not been
a discrepancy in the a ount of underrealiza-
tion. Unsatisfied with her responses, I
continue to question the matter until she
admitted there was a problem but I should dis¬
cuss it with Krulwich. My subsequent discus¬
sion with Lew indicated that the discrepancy
was a result of 500 additional hrs being charged
/  c th° -rennest of Bill Devaney . .
a reed to by Krulwich) after it was deter ined
that Linda Pe ues, a sr consultant fro  the
Houston off working on the project, had been
instructed by Ann to work 12-14 hrs per day
during the project but to only charge 8
per day. The entire incident left me question¬
ing Ann s staff mgmt methods & the honesty of
her responses to my questions.
In July/Aug 82 Ann assisted the St. Louis MAS
practice in preparing an extensive proposal to
the Farmers Home Ad in (the proposal inc 2800
pgs for $3.1  il in fees/e penses & °5 U U
hrs of work). The proposal was completed
over a 4 wk period with  pprox 2000 plus <
staff/ptr hrs required based on  y participa¬
tion in the proposal effort & sub discussions
with St. L MAS staff involved. Ann s mgmt
style of using trial & error techniques" (ie,
sendin  staff assigned off to prepare portions
of the proposal wi h little or no.guidance
from h r & then her subs quen  rejec  on or
the products developed) caused a com lete
, . . . c r- T.TCJ T H A Tin  
alienation oi me -  -- -
fear that they would have to worx with Ann it
we won the project. In additionAnn’s man¬
ner of dealing with our staff & with the
Houston sr consultant on the BIA project,
raises questions in my mind about her ablllty
o develop & motivate our stali. as a ptr. (No)
M012
Fridley
0 2 0 0 4
A.B. HOPKINS
SHORT FORM
#3 - Page 3_
My con act is limited to a few conversations. She
iS  e e  rn    oraf  ls. (Tn.uff)
Ann Partl p tj b1"h °Uitp?o3idedna8sta££rc sultant
she tnanaged   J°b chat I pr Indlan Affairs)
-°where the stiff w rked 10 or more hrs/day S, reported
8 hrST is classic OGS technique blew up   *a idt'en
upon return, the staff said what do I do to get pard
for the 500+ hrs worked & no  reported. ( )
I worked with Ann in the early stages State
De ? proposal. I found her to be a) sxngularl/
dedicated, _ T.nr.rip7- whether her  
sMft ur rSally demonstrated Ptr qualities
or  hether we  ave simply taken advantage
"work-aholic" tendencies
o e tha  she has
held 6 jobs in the    irSiil bSlt'h.r
standing co panies I m ala° cr°u  
being (having been?) ' rried_to a |tro  
s rious competitor.  insu 
a mini um)
oapacity abrasiVe in her ?e£lingsf'
A suggest we hold, counsel her and if she
makes progress with her interpersona









VI .   
She can write, sell, perform & collect systems
assignmen s like I ve ever known. This gal will
bring in for more than she could ever hope  o
take out of the fir . (Yes)
Ann has many superior qualities. She is innova¬
tive, highly intelligent, articulate self-con-
fident & assertive. She has worked long & hard m
a difficult environment & has gained the respect
of the client. She has played the key role m
o r PD activities at the State Dept.
At ti e, however, she can be abrasive, un¬
duly harsh, difficult to work with &, as a
result, causes significant  urmoil.
onetheless, she has  ad  an almost un recedented
contribution to the fir  & deserves to receive
our serious consideration for admission. (.Yes 
Outstanding MAS professional in fa;!test S owing area
of MAS (+ GS) practice -- systems design & i  ie
mentation. First rate in handlin  the most
ficult client assignments (Dept of S ate  & is ve y
creative & analytical in developing conducting
So?k. Excellent in training & assisting staff. I
trust Ann’s judgment on both tech   •  "
matters & believe she can beco e the big 3°°
client ser ice p rtner we need. Wi.h f








A. 3. HOPKI S
LONG FORM
VII .  
Hopkins is aggressive, bold & mesmerizing of
cliencs and ptrs. „
Staff does no  li*e wo .in  for he .
judg ent is not always good, i.e., sne will
bend to client demands too easily.
rites & speaks well, com ands authority v
little substance-potentially dangerous. (No)
Ann needs a chance to demonstrate people
skills.
She has a lot goin  for her Our
but she's ju t plain rough on P ople  Our
staff  id not enjoy working for <-v fHoldl
is a risk that sh  may abuse authority. (Hoi )
While Ho kins has made a major contribution to the










Hopkins is probably too bright; she probably
drlVeOnC2ccasrion, .h.  forget h rself & los 
But one7 staff'member ever suggested,.
• 'L *. •nroiect over 2 yrs m duration,
throughout State Pro3e  leader & should
that Ann was not an ou tJnd  ( es)






Contacts with Ann are only casual - several mtgs
OGS and MMGS sessions. . ,
However, she is consistently annoyi g and
irritating - believes she knows more than
anyone about anything, is not afraid to
let the world know it. Suggest a course
at charm school before she is con®1J®rf  o
ad ission. I would be embarrassed to intro
duce her as a ptnr. (No)
CG Hoff an
002009
CANDIDATE  Oii LONG SHORT
FORMS FORMS
FAVOR AD ISSION THIS TE R
FAVO  HOLD
DO NOT F VOR ADMISSION
INSUFFICIENT B  IS FOR OPINION
TOT L
CONDUCT OF WORK
N GE ENT SKILLS
CLIENT REL TED
FIRM REL TED
PROFESSION  EL T D
TOT L
PE SON L  TTRIBUTES
OVE ALL EV LUATION
CONDUCT OF WORK
MANAGEMENT SKILLS
PERSON    TTRIBUTES
OV RALL EV LU TION
CONDUCT OF WORK
M N GEMENT SKILLS
CLIENT  EL TED
. FI M  EL TED
PROFESSIO  REL TED
TOTAL
P RSONAL ATTRIBUT S
OVER LL EV L  TION
COND CT OF WORK
M N GEM NT SKIL S
PERSON    TTRIBITES
OVERAL  EV LUATIO 
LO G FORM PERCE T GES
TOP SECOND THIRD BOTTOM
QU RTER QU RTER Q ARTER Q  R ER
31 311 211 51
431 291 211 71
321 421 261 -
251 301 301 151
371 331 2 1 1
421 33 191 SI










271 531 171 31
48 331 8 10 
291 431 171 111
161 321 261 261
. LONG FORM S  MATION
TOP S COND THIRD
QU RTER QU RTER QUART R
BOTTOM
Q  RTER





35 7 16 5
2 1 3
SHORT FORM SU  ATION
TOP SECOND THIR BOTTOM
QU RTER QU RTER UART R QU RTER
8 16 5 1
42 29 7 9
2 38 15 10
3 6 5 5
02010
CANDIDATE M01Z LONG FORM SUMMATION
TOP SECOND THIRD BOTTEM
3U RTER 8UA TIR QU RTER QU RTE 
CONDUCT Of WORK
S AN  UDITOR
AS  N  CCOUNTANT
AS A T X SPECIALIST
S   MAS SP CIALIST
S  N INDUSTR! SPELI LIST
AS OTHER SPECIALIT
IM GINATION - CREATMTT
- ANALYTICAL
CONSULT TION WITH OTHERS
COMMUNIC TION SKILLS - SPEAKI G
- WRITING
- LISTENING


































IMP RTI LITY U3)
IDERST. CLIENTS' NEEDS (1 )
DECISION-MAKING ABILITY (15)



































SELLS S RVICES OUTSIDE OWN SPECIALTY
WILLING ESS TO ACCEPT  SSIGNME T
CC PTS NO -CLIENT RESP. - RECRUITI G
- CO  SELING
- CO TIN. ED.
TOT L FIR   EL T D
PROFES ION REL TED:
ACTIVITY I  PROF SSIO AL ORG  IZATIO S
CIVIC  CTIVITIES
CCEPT NCE BY - PARTN RS
- STAFF
- CUENTS











































SEN E OF H MOR
SELf-OR NIZATION
TOT L PERSO AL ATTRIBUT S
CONDUCT Of WORK
TECHNIC L COMPE ENCE
COM UNICATION SKILLS
TOT L CONDUCT OF WORK
MANAGEMEN  SKILLS
I DEPENDE CE AND IHP RTI LITT
BUSIN SS SE SE
LE D RSHIP
DMIK TRATIVE  BILITY
PR CTICE DEVELOPMENT
D DIC TION TO THE FIF31
OUTSIDE  CTIVITIES
TOT L   N GEMENT SKILLS
PERSON L ATTRIBUTES:
I TELLECTU L CAPACITY
INTEGRITY AND JUDGMENT
POIScr  UTHORIT ) MATURITY
ST MIN 
CONGENIALITY


































2 L 2 -
1 1 2 2
A
L 3 1 -
5 1 -
2 3 1




6 - - "
L 2 2 ¦
l 2 2 '
35 27 16 5
SHORT FO   SU MATION
TOP SECOND THIRD BOTTE 
QU RTER QU RTER QU RTER Q  RTER
3 L .
5 10 3 i
8 1 5 i
7 5 1 i





- 1 1 4
42 2 7 9
8 1 -
5 9 - L
1 5 10 4 1
I 7 5 . -
) 1 5 10 7
26 38 15 10






B B B 1 B B 1 1 1 1 1
TWOTHT COfFLT
B B B 2 B B 2 1   2 1
DONALD EFELE UH
B B B 2 B B 1 2 3 2 1
LEWIS KKULWICH
B B B 1 B E 1 1 2 2 1
STAFF I 85393
B B B   B B 3 2 3 1 1
BENTO  WARDER
B B B 3 B B 2 2 3 3 2
C NDID TE HC12
RATER
.J CK ADA 3
TKOR S BLYTHE
J FF BRUOOS
JOHN C  ROLL JR
UILL1 R DETJANET
KE NETH DOCTER
ST FF t 2527 
ST FF I 2917 
ST FF t 331 2
RAL7ERN G OSS








• FREDRIC L UGHLIN
PAU  LOHHEIS
CHARLES RAC VEAGH
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B B B B 2 1
B B B B X B B
B B B B B B
B B B B  B 2
X B B B B 1 2
B B B B X B B
B B B B X B B
B B B B X 2 2
B B B B B 2
B B B I B 2  
X B B B B . 1 1
X B B B B B 2
X B B B B B 1
B B B B X B B
B B B X B 1 3
X B B B X B 1
B X B B B 3 2
B B B B X B B
HANAGDOT
3 5 78 
2221222
1 1 1 1 1 2 B
3 B 2 B B B B
B B 3 B B B B
4 3 2 B B
B B B B B B B
B B 4 B B B B
B 1 4 B 2 B B
2 2 2 2 B B B
B B B B B B B
B B B B B 1 B
1 1 2 2 B 1 4
2 2 2 B B B  
B B B B B 1 B
B B B B B B B
212112 
B B 1 B 1 1 B
B 3 8 2 B B B
113111 
1 1 1 l B 1 B
1 1 l B B 1 B
PERSON L OV R- QU STIONS
11111 ALL
0 1 2 3 4 Y N H N
2 2 12 2
1 2 2 2 3
1 B   B 4
2 B 3 B 3
2   3 B 4
2
12 12 113
1 1 1 1 1 1 B
2 2 3 B 2 2 B
B B B B B B B
B B 3 E 4
1 4 2 2 4
1 2 2 B 3
2 2 2 B 2
B B 2 1 2
B 2 1 1 3
2 B B B 3
B B B B 4
2 B B B  
2 2 113
11112
2 2 3 B  
112 1 
112 13
B 1 t 1 <-
B B B B B
2 2 2 2 3
1 1 1 B 1
3 2 2 2 3
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Hopkins has demonstrated many of the characteristics of
an outst nding professional. In particular, she has proven
that she can market, manage and control large, computer-based
systems design and development projects, which skill is
considered adaptable to both com erci l and public sector
clients. On the other hand, her proposal has attracted many
comments pointing tow rds the need to i prove her interper¬
sonal skills*. Because of the number of such comments and
the short time she has been with the firm, the Committee has
concluded that she should be HELD at least a year to afford
ti e to demonstrate that she has the personal and leadership
qualities required of a partner.
l
(/c ?   & z 
003844
because of hours worked and because of success to da e. Under
government con ract hours over 2,030 reduce ra e  er hour. As
practical ma ter would collect rate increase. In  throe weeks
Ann got result sou  of word processing tha  Fred Loughlin and
Hunter Jones had no  been able  o achieve. No longer any
backlog--no people have qui .
F1 atr.scn - One  ough lady! Very competent. Needs to be touch
to supervise the  ype of people that have been working on her
project.
Har  z - W s previousl   ith Touche and had put in a system
a  OMW which had its faults but I don'  know if Ann was
ecessarily responsible for  hose faul s.
Epeib um - I pressions based on daily and e en hourly contac 
in the April to Jun   eriod. I believe I know her well. Her
accomplishments arc_unpreceden ed. Her management style is
one of perpetual crisis. If she can't convince you  here is
a crisis, she will go out and crea e one. Ann could be a
great success or a  rea  failure. She  old a $20  illion
job. Neither S eve Hi  ins nor I could ha e done it. She
apparen ly can work well wi h Beyer; I'm certain she could not
work with e eryone. Ann wants  o  in; I do '  know  here
she  ould draw the li e. I don't enjoy workin   ith her.






PARTNER CANVASS OF 1982 PARTNERSHIP PROPOS LS
Partner Reporting:
Name  
Staff No.  
Candidate
PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY
A long-form report should be completed by partners for those candidates  hom
they h«ve direc lv suoervised on a signific nt (100 hours or more of the candidate's
time in a given ye r) engagement or fir   ssign ent or who have directly supervised
the candid te on several projects (as, for example, a tax partner who has directly
supervised a tax m nager candidate) during the last three years. Please list engage¬
ments and/or assignments on  hich this re ort is based.
Hours of
Client (Pro ect) Name Candidate Year Ended 6/30
EXHIBIT
hhtr £>, 
Because the perce tion of the partners who know the potential partners well is the most
important part of the screening process, the following ratings should be carefully com¬
pleted only after considering the attached instructions. ( ote  hat the ratings are
based on comparisons with recent candidates known to the rater.)
I. Conduct of work
Top Second Third Bottom
Quarter Qu r er Quarter Quar er
. Technical competence:
1. As an  uditor
As an accountant
As a tax specialist
As an HAS specialist
Ac an In ustr  Special
%
In o her special y
(Describe)
) / 1
)   1
) 3 i








B. Proble  identification:








2 3  
2 3  
2 3 4
2 3 4





Top Second Third Bottom
Quarter Quarter Quar er Quarte:
c. Comunication skills - speaking ) to 1 2 3 4
-  ritin it 1 2 3 4
- listening i  1 2 3 4
Managemen  skills
CLIENT RELATED:
A. Independence and impartiality (3 i 2 3 4
B. Business sense - understandin  clients' needs H i 2 3 4
- decision-makin  ability Jf i 2 3 4
- promotion of full service
concept L 1 2 3
C« Leadership /  1 2 3 4
D. Administration - planning /g 1 2 3 4
- delegatin 11 1 2 3 4
- super ising 1 2 3 4
-  raining l 2 3 4
E. Financial mana ement - billing Z-Z 1 2 3 4
- collecting Z3 l 2 3 4
FIRM RELATED:
A. Practice development - Active involvement in
activities and relationships (attorneys,
ba kers, etc.) which de onstrate practice
develo ment capabilities 2.1 1 2 3 4
- Demonstrated ability to sell fir 
services outside own specialt 1 2 3 4
B. D dication to the firm:
¦ % *
1. Willingness to accept assignments  t
personal inconvenience 1 2 3
2. Acceptance of non-client responsibilities;
- Recruiting iV i 2 3
- Counselin  responsibilities 2 3 4




Top Second Third Bottom
Quar er Quarter Quarter Quarter
PROFESSION RELATED:
A. Activity in professional organizations So i 2 3 4
B. Civic  ctivities 1 2 3
C. Acceptance by associates - partners *>Z- 1 2 3 4
- staff 35 1 2 3 4
- clients 3*<l 2 3 4
Personal at ributes
Basic intelligence 3* i 2 3 4
Outside interests l 2 3 4
Judgment 57 1 2 3 4
Integrity i 2 3 4
Tolerance 5? i 2 3
Prac icality i 2 3 4
Authority ( 1 2 3 4
Maturity, poise Hi- l 2 3 4
Sensitivity,  act Hi i 2 3
Adaptabili y Yi 2 3 4
Stamina 2 3 4
Perseverance 1 2 3
Sense of humor HI i 2 3 4
Gti ir~or , irii<u Li or* 3
Overall evaluatio  of this candi ate's quali-





( ) Favor  dmision this year;
( ) Favor "Hold" this year
( ) Do not favor admission.
VI. Indicate why you believe he/she will be able to contribute to the success of the
firm in the future.
VII. If you favor a "hold" this year, or do not favor admission, please give your
re sons.
/ I. Additional conmen s, including comments on spouse if limitin  the candid te's
transferability or effectiveness as a partner in any other way.
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